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Many deep spiritual secrets behind “Shrimat Bhagavad Gita” got revealed.  Eminent 
scholars churned out the real incognito meaning behind every sloga of this unique 
divine scripture.  The panel discussion and the plenary session on the second day 
programme of the national convention on “Ahimsa paramodharma and Bhagavad 
Gita” organized by Brahma Kumaris became a feast to the spiritual seekers of 
Chennai. 

During the discussion, many debatable topics like, Can Knowledge (Gyan) and 
Ignorance (Agyan) coexist?  Does the current world scenario require another 
episode of Gita?  Real significance ofDaiviSampat (Divine wealth), AsuriSampat 
(Evil wealth) and Rudra GyanYagya are discussed.  Distinguished speakers of the 
sessions expressed their opinion on these topics referring to the Bhagavad Gita and 
other scriptures. 

Mahabharatha is not a onetime event. It is not for one Arjuna to encouraging him 
to fight the physical war.  Even today Mahabharatha is going on inside everyone’s 
mind.  Supreme God reveals the secrets of life to all the souls (Arjuna), who seek 
the real truth.  With Gita one could get instant immortality.  If one could 
understand the real significance and meaning behind every shloka then he can 
become more stable mentally, emotionally and will win over the vices of his mind 
attaining higher stage. 

Today generally ‘might is right’ principle is followed in the world which is the cause 
for injustice.  ‘Right is right’ another principle which is also not so perfect and 
denotes rajoguni.  ‘Right is Might’ is the accurate principle.  Ahimsa explains this.  
Absence of light is darkness so divine and evil cannot co-exist.   
 
Rajyogini B.K.Asha, Director, Omshanti Retreat Centre, Delhi, Hon’bleMr.Justice 
Rama Subramanian, Judge, Madras High Court, Chennai,  
PadmashriD.R.Kaarthikeyan, Former Director, CBI. Advisor: Law-Human Rights, 
Corporate Affairs, Srimath Swami BuddhidanandajiMaharaj, Sri Ramakrishna 
Mutt, Chennai, Thiru. La.Ganesan, Chairperson – Brahma Gyana Saba & Founder, 
President, Potramarai – Trust, Chennai, Dr.Mrs.PushpaPandey,Gita Scholar, 
Jabalpur, Prof.S.M.Mishra, Sanskrit Scholar, Faculty, Kurukshetra University, 
Hon’ble Justice ThiruV.Eswaraiah, Former Acting Chief Justice, High Court, A.P. 
& Chairman, National Commission for Backward Classes. ShriI.Trinath,  Gita 
Scholar Hyderabad.  B.K.Brij Mohan, Addl.Sec.General, Brahmakumaris, Mt.Abu 
were among the eminent scholars of the sessions. 
 
Earlier, the previous evening, Honorable governor of Tamil nadu, Dr. K Rossiah 
inaugurated the event.  In the morning BK Pankanjam, BK Devi welcomed the 
gathering and BK Neelima, BK Kavitha made the participants to experience peace 
with their guided meditation.  BK Ranjani coordinated the programme.   


